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OUR JOURNEY TOWARD COMSOC 2020

he origin of the IEEE Communications
Society (ComSoc) was the IRE Profes-

sional Group on Communication Systems
(PGCS), which was founded in 1952 with a
membership of about 600. In 1972 the PGCS
was converted into a Society, ComSoc, with a
membership of about 10,000 soon after the
IEEE was founded by merging the IRE and
the AIEE. Since then ComSoc continued to
grow in membership and revenue as well as in
all activities, including publications and con-
ferences, until 2000, when ComSoc’s member-
ship peaked at about 58,000. However,
membership began to decline right after that
in accordance with the decline of the telecom-
munications industry, which continued until
the membership declined to about 43,000. To
make it worse, ComSoc’s finances were seri-
ously impacted during the global economic
downturn of 2008.

ComSoc’s decline in both membership and
revenue was a warning signal for the Society
to better align itself with the rapidly changing
communications industry. The divestiture of
AT&T in 1984 and the subsequent privatiza-
tion of the telecommunication industry in
many countries were the start of a tsunami-
like global transformation of the communica-
tions industry. The telecom industry began to
face competition in the 1980s and, in the
1990s, began to confront the challenge of the
Internet, which was energized by the introduc-
tion of personal computers, the world-wide
web, Navigator/Explorer, and the commercial
Internet. In fact, the challenge of the Internet
was the start of a new transformational dimension that led to
the convergence of communications and computers. Despite
such a drastic transformation, ComSoc did not seem to sense
its impact, nor attempt to change its operations.

The first steps toward rebuilding our Society were taken by
the 2008-09 President, Doug Zuckerman, with the “ComSoc
2.0” vision. This vision, which was realized during his two-year
term, was that of a member-driven Society that closely
matched member needs and maximized the value offered to
members in the newly transformed worldwide community.
(See “ComSoc 2.0 – Member Driven,” President’s Page, Jan-
uary 2008, IEEE Communications Magazine).

In 2010, on this member-driven base, ComSoc began to
keenly respond to the serious impact of the industry transfor-
mation by creating future visions and initiating the necessary
changes to ComSoc. It was the starting point of our journey
toward ComSoc 2020. As the first step, Byeong Gi Lee, the
2010-2011 President, declared a “ComSoc’s Golden Triangle”
Vision in January 2010 with the goal of making internal inno-
vation a fundamental driver of ComSoc’s operation, with
emphasis on three areas: globalization, young leaders, and
industry. By building consensus among ComSoc’s volunteer
leaders on one side and by taking various actions to imple-
ment the vision on the other, Byeong was able to end 2010
with a big success in membership recovery and financial stabi-
lization. ComSoc’s membership recovered to the level of

50,000 and ComSoc’s finances recovered a
stable state with a surplus of approximately
$500,000 on a $17M budget. In December
2010, Byeong declared a “ComSoc’s Growth
Engine” Vision with the goal of creating new
sources for ComSoc’s growth and, at the
same time, organized a “ComSoc 2020”
Vision team to study ComSoc’s vision toward
the year 2020 and invited Roberto Saracco to
chair the team. ComSoc’s healthy state of
membership and revenue of 2010 continued
into 2011 with membership increasing to
51,000 and the finances stabilized with a sur-
plus of about $350,000. (Unfortunately, how-
ever, the membership increase and the
financial stability did not continue after that.)
In December 2011, after a full year’s in-depth
study, Roberto’s vision team submitted to the
ComSoc Board of Governors (BoG) a mas-
terpiece “ComSoc’s 2020” Vision report.
With that report, the goal and direction of
our journey toward ComSoc 2020 took a con-
crete form.

Once the vision toward ComSoc 2020 was
set, the next step was implementation of the
vision. Without implementation, a vision is no
more than a dream. The 2012-2013 President,
Vijay Bhargava, started to set a strategic plan
for implementing the vision by inviting
Roberto Saracco to chair the Society’s Strate-
gic Planning Committee (SPC). After two
years, the 2014-2015 President, Sergio
Benedetto, restarted the implementation pro-
cess by inviting Byeong to chair the Strategic
Planning Committee. Byeong and his SPC

team exerted dedicated efforts to successfully produce a
strategic plan for implementing the ComSoc 2020 Vision.
The SPC conducted the job in four steps. First, it identified
four strategic goals out of the ComSoc 2020 Vision report.
Second, it then set up four business plans to implement them.
Third, after reporting the business plans to the BoG meeting
of December 2014, it studied and proposed how to change
ComSoc’s leadership structure to effectively support the
implementation of the strategic business plans. Fourth, it
studied and recommended how to incorporate the structural
changes into ComSoc’s Bylaws. The SPC’s proposal and rec-
ommendations were approved at the June 2015 BoG meeting.
It was a memorable moment, setting the stage for making the
ComSoc 2020 Vision real, and was the first step of our jour-
ney toward ComSoc 2020. 

“COMSOC’S GOLDEN TRIANGLE” VISION
“ComSoc’s Golden Triangle” vision was presented in Jan-

uary 2010 by Byeong at the start of his term as the 2010-2011
President. (See “ComSoc’s Golden Triangle: Globalization,
Young Leaders, Industry,” President’s Page, January 2010,
IEEE Communications Magazine.) It was a vision set to trigger
a change in ComSoc’s operations by stressing internal innova-
tion that matched the changing communications and global
environment so that ComSoc can better perform its honorable
mission of serving humanity. The vision identified three areas
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for concentrated efforts, the so-called “three vertices”: Glob-
alization, Young Leaders, and Industry. 

The essence of the “Globalization” vertex in the Golden
Triangle was the so-called “level-2 globalization”. Globaliza-
tion had already progressed in the demographic sense at that
time, with non-U.S. membership having increased to a 60 per-
cent level, but the number of Members-at-Large (MaL) on the
Board of Governors was far less than that percentage, with
almost no members representing the Asia-Pacific and Latin
American Regions. This meant that ComSoc’s decision-making
was not fully reflecting the Society’s cultural diversity and,
therefore, ComSoc’s operations were not matching the global
trend as well as it could if it did have more diverse leadership.
So, for ComSoc to keep abreast with ecosystem shifts, it need-
ed to incorporate more global cultures to innovate its opera-
tions and decision-making. This is what the term “level-2”
globalization meant. Though simple and clear in concept, it
took a long time to actually realize this “globalization” vertex.
After about three years’ effort by the Nominations and Elec-
tions Process Committee, chaired by Larry Greenstein, and the
Nominations and Elections Committees chaired by Doug
Zuckerman and then by Byeong Gi Lee, we were able to attain
the current rule of balanced geographical representation, with
one, one, and two MaL members elected respectively from the
Asia-Pacific, Europe-Middle East-Africa (EMEA), and the
(North and Latin) American Regions every year.

The “Young Leaders” vertex was intended to attract capa-
ble young people to ComSoc and then open up opportunities
to develop their careers by participating in ComSoc activities
and grow themselves into becoming ComSoc’s future leaders.
By embracing young people for roles in ComSoc’s leadership
structure, we are assuring a vibrant and healthy future for the
Society that is well suited to meet the needs of the greater
communications community. A key theme of this vertex was
the “open calls” that aimed at attracting more young people
to ComSoc activities and leadership roles. The “open call”
approach was successfully adopted for journal and magazine
editorial appointments (thanks to VP-Publications Len Cimini
and his Directors and Editors-in-Chief) and for conference
steering committee membership (thanks to VP-Conferences
Khaled Ben Letaief and his Directors). For example, we
adopted the so-called “Open-Call Based 3-2-3 System” in
appointing editors of all ComSoc journals and magazines from
January 2011, and regulated a charter including a chair elec-
tion rule to each steering committee of ComSoc conferences
in 2011.

The “Industry” vertex was intended to exert dedicated
effort to move ComSoc closer to industry and vice versa,
thereby reestablishing industry as a vibrant part of ComSoc’s
membership and activities. The essential idea was that engi-
neering without industry is no longer engineering, and that
academia without industry does not mean much. We devel-
oped several programs such as the Corporate Patron Pro-
gram (CPP) and the Industry Now Program (INP), which
both contributed much to ComSoc’s recovery from the global
economic downturn. The most impactful venture, however,
was the creation of VP-Standards Activities, which was
included as a part of “ComSoc’s Growth Engines” Vision.
Standards are a most important, and sometimes crucial ele-
ment to industry, but ComSoc had not been playing any
active or important role in the broader IEEE standards activ-
ities. Though the IEEE 802 standards were well established
as the dominating standards for computer communications,
ComSoc had never been a part of the related standards activ-
ities. As a symbolic expression of ComSoc’s resolution to
come close to industry and also as a public announcement of
ComSoc’s resolution to actively get involved in standards
activities, in 2011 we created the position of VP-Standards
Activities. The first VP-SA, Alex Gelman, dedicated his
efforts to launch a new standards organizational structure to
enable working with the IEEE Standards Association. His
and industry colleagues’ efforts resulted in ComSoc playing a
key role in creating new IEEE standards on power-line com-
munications.

“COMSOC 2020” VISION
With “ComSoc’s Golden Triangle” Vision vigorously being

implemented and stabilizing, Byeong announced “ComSoc’s
Growth Engines” Vision at the end of 2010. (See “ComSoc
2020 in the Converged Communications Era,” President’s
Page, January 2010, IEEE Communications Magazine.) The
goal of this new vision was to develop new sources of revenue
generation for ComSoc’s future growth. The vision had three
key elements: “Content, including education and training con-
tent”; “Industry in converged communications”; and “Stan-
dards activities in emerging technologies”. The first element
was intended to develop the content area, including position-
ing education and training as a third revenue-generating “pil-
lar” in addition to the existing two pillars, publications and
conferences. The other two vision elements, both related to
industry, were intended to engage industry as a fourth rev-
enue-generating pillar. However, one year was not long
enough to develop plans and implement them, but neverthe-
less we were able to create a VP position for standards activi-
ties. The two revenue-generating pillars in the Growth Engine
Vision were not developed beyond 2011, but fortunately they
were revived in 2014-2015 in the process of strategic planning
for the ComSoc 2020 Vision.

In December 2010, Byeong announced the creation of the
“ComSoc 2020” Vision team with the hope that ComSoc
would survive and surpass the environmental changes of the
decades to come. Byeong invited Roberto Saracco to chair the
team and called for participation among BoG members on the
“ComSoc 2020” Vision team. Those who volunteered and
then participated in the vision team were Vijay Bhargava,
Vincent Chan, Celia Desmond, Andrzej Jajszczyk, Gabe
Jakobson, Nelson Fonseca, Rob Fish, Alex Gelman, Shri
Goyal, Russel Hsing, Mark Karol, Stan Moyer, Zhisheng Niu,
John Pape, Vince Poor, Parag Pruthi, Sara Kate Wilson, and
Doug Zuckerman. After a full year of study, Roberto and his
vision team completed a “ComSoc 2020” Vision Report and
reported it to the BoG in December 2011. The report (pub-
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lished in June 2012) addressed the vision team’s perspectives
of the year 2020 and its recommendations to ComSoc, which
are outlined below. (See “The ComSoc 2020 Strategic Plan –
Steering Our Future,” President’s Page, January 2010, IEEE
Communications Magazine.)

By 2020 changes will occur in every aspect of human life at
home, at work, and in society, among which the most notable
ones include powerful global challenges such as energy, cli-
mate, food, and water; changes in social associations including
professional societies; and changes in communications tech-
nology, infrastructure, and business. In particular, it is note-
worthy that the role of associations of human beings will
evolve rapidly with the boundaries between physical and virtu-
al association fading. The social networking of today will, for
professionals, evolve into a more mature and transparent
infrastructure. The ICT (Information and Communications
Technology) industry scenario will include a few big global
players and a multitude of small services-providing players,
and the “cloud” paradigm will blur the boundary between
communications and information processing. Standards will
continue to be essential for physical interconnection, but soft-
ware-related standards will become increasingly important as
a significant portion of the interoperability at the service layer
will depend on software.

In order to cope with the megatrends and remain a strong
and vital player during the evolution of the converged global
ecosystem, ComSoc needs broad changes in constituency,
market, programs, products, services, and activities. ComSoc
has the opportunity and obligation to address the communica-
tions aspects of the global issues of energy, climate, food, and
water, and explain the factual aspects. ComSoc should strive
to make ICT benefits understood in underdeveloped and
developing countries, and to facilitate the spread of ICT ser-
vices world-wide. ComSoc needs to offer customized products
and services tailored to the developing countries, and offer
them at affordable prices by electronic delivery.

There are areas for ComSoc to set strategic plans to

cope with the environmental and technical changes. Educa-
tion will become an important area for ComSoc to con-
tribute by providing products tailored for the real needs of
clients, whether an organization or an individual, and by
creating courses targeted at specific needs, including on-site
services for company employees. On-line learning will be
commonplace and ComSoc can exploit this by partnering
with a few universities, strategically located in various parts
of the world. ComSoc should maintain an updated portfolio
of education and training courses, not necessarily all devel-
oped in-house.

In the area of members and member services, ComSoc
should try to reach young people at the undergraduate level
and motivate them to pursue the communications field. Com-
Soc needs to capture shifting interests at the individual level
by extending the member database to seamlessly update inter-
ests that are finely tuned to the individual and to the commu-
nity. ComSoc should provide more valuable services to
individual members by better understanding the needs of indi-
vidual members and tracking services provided to them. Com-
Soc should adopt social networking tools more aggressively to
facilitate its members’ interactions, with the tools integrated
into the membership joining process. 

In the area of industry and standards, ComSoc will be per-
ceived as an important leader and sponsor of ICT-oriented
standards but can broaden its standards activities into soft-
ware areas as well. ComSoc should quickly adapt its coverage
to new areas that are being addressed by service providers,
both the traditional and newly emerging ones, and the manu-
facturers in the converged ICT fields. ComSoc should provide
a broad range of services to the industry from pre-standard-
ization activities through standards development and post-
standardization activities, including relevant educational
products and services.

In the era of ICT convergence, ComSoc will be working
with many disciplines outside communications to build the
technical knowledge base for new networks and applications by
taking advantage of ComSoc’s technical strength. The Com-
Soc knowledge base should expand in coverage, to include the
application of communications technologies in all market seg-
ments. ComSoc should provide semantic tools to help a wider
constituency access the ComSoc knowledge base and enhance
the value proposition of ComSoc.

ComSoc can have a central facilitating role in the develop-
ment of the global ICT infrastructure needed to realize a
healthy and dignified life for all. By 2020 ComSoc’s mission
should be strengthened to address the following four ele-
ments:

•Community: Providing invaluable services to our mem-
bers and becoming an essential asset to the global communi-
cations and ICT communities.

•Humanitarian: Inspiring people in all nations with the
courage to cultivate freedom, assisting people in underdevel-
oped areas with competitive means of economic development,
enabling creative minds to create new values for human society,
embracing global cultures and values, and serving humanity.

•Technical: Stimulating academic research and technical
development in ICT and related fields and disciplines, and
inspiring engineers to devote their energies to technical
advancement while maintaining the highest standards of pro-
fessionalism.

•Industry: Bringing ComSoc activities closer to industry,
forming multidimensional industry-ComSoc linkages and
industry-ComSoc-academe collaboration spaces, and facilitat-
ing the availability of affordable services to all people in all
nations. 
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STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLANS FOR COMSOC 2020
Sergio invited Byeong to chair the 2014-2015 Strategic

Planning Committee and organized the SPC with the follow-
ing members: Merrily Hartmann (Secretary), Doug Zucker-
man, Rob Fish, Stefano Galli, James Hong, Mark Karol,
Khaled Letaief, Zhisheng Niu, Roberto Saracco, Steve Wein-
stein, Stefano Bregni*, Hikmet Sari*, Sara Kate Wilson*, and
Harvey Freeman*(*non-voting). At the start, all SPC mem-
bers reviewed the ComSoc 2020 Report and other related
documents to identify key strategic items to focus on to imple-
ment the ComSoc 2020 Vision. As a result, four strategic
goals were identified: 

•Education: Education program, content, services.
•Industry: Standards, industry programs and services.
•Technical: New technical values creation.
•Member: Serving members globally at individual level.
The SPC organized four groups to study the four strategic

items individually. Group 1, chaired by Khaled with the mem-
bers Stefano Bregni, Stefano Galli, Mark, Roberto, Steve,
Katie, and Michele Zorzi, studied the education issue. Group
2, chaired by Rob with the members Harvey, Stefano Galli,
Hikmet, Steve, and Katie, studied the industry issue. Group 3,
chaired by Mark with the members Harvey, Stefano Galli,
Khaled, Zhisheng, Hikmet, Katie, and Doug, studied the tech-
nical issue. Group 4, chaired by Zhisheng with the members
Stefano Bregni, Stefano Galli, James, Roberto, Hikmet,
Koichi Asatani, and Elena Neira, studied the member issue.
The four groups studied their allocated study issues individu-
ally and the results were discussed at the monthly SPC tele-
conferences. In June 2014 the SPC held a one-day workshop
to finalize the four strategic plans of the four groups. The
resulting key strategies are as described below. (See “ComSoc
Strategic Planning for the “Smart Revolution,” President’s
Page, October 2014, IEEE Communications Magazine.)

Education: In light of the changing communications land-
scape and the potential of online education, ComSoc needs to
participate in this new value ecosystem by providing valuable
services to its members and the broader community. In the
long run, it may be desirable for ComSoc to run a comprehen-
sive online interactive education system that embraces contin-
uing education, training, certification, and an educational
content portfolio in the communications field. As a near-term
strategy, however, it will be desirable to start with a new
“Continuing Professional Education and Training (CPET)”
program targeted at specific industries or industry associa-
tions. Continuing education is expected to be very important
for practicing engineers in industry to keep in tune with the
“Smart Revolution”. ComSoc should leverage this opportunity
to enhance services to our members by developing courses
and training programs for them. It will then help us to build a
third pillar for revenue generation.

Industry: In accordance with the industry transformation
toward ICT convergence, ComSoc must expand its horizon to
accommodate the entire ICT industry and must provide ser-
vices to all those engineers involved in the converged ICT
industry. Noting that a major reason for the existence of Com-
Soc is to serve the informational and professional develop-
ment needs of industry-based members and companies, we
should develop a credible value proposition for the ICT indus-
try that convinces their executives that ComSoc is a business
necessity. From the standards’ perspectuve, we should develop
a rich set of standards-related programs in the form of forums,
symposia, education, conferences, and publications that will
tighten our relationship with industry enterprises and mem-
bers. Therefore, it is desirable to set a comprehensive “Indus-
try Outreach” program that is a cost-effective outreach

program of ComSoc’s products and services to industry and
governmental communities.

Technical: The core value of ComSoc is the technical
expertise of its volunteer participants in communications.
Since the conventional communication industry has been
transformed into the converged ICT industry, with a large
number of non-communications people in different sectors
joining the enlarged ICT world, it is important for ComSoc to
recognize them as potential members and provide the services
they need. In order to accommodate those potential members
and to expand the technical horizon of the existing members,
we should develop new services to meet their technical
demand in the ICT environment. First of all, we should con-
sider developing a one-stop ICT service system that provides
all technical information they may be curious about and want
to learn. Such a system should also be of high value to our
existing members for learning more about the expanded ICT
world. Therefore, it is desirable to build a “One-Stop ICT
Service System (OSISS)” as the technical strategic project for
new technical value creation.

Member: A challenge that ComSoc faced over the last
decade was the trend of declining membership and the diffi-
culty of member retention. In order to reverse that trend,
ComSoc has exerted a wide variety of efforts, but they were
not fruitful because they were a kind of “blind” approach, not
targeted at the interest of individual members. The time is
now ripe to take advantage of today’s ICT technology and
business practices to provide services to members at an indi-
vidual level. If ComSoc changes the notion of membership
service to “targeted service” such that ComSoc can care for
members at an individual level, it will surely make a big differ-
ence in retaining membership. Therefore, we should take indi-
vidual-level membership services as a strategic item and
develop a “Member Activity and Service Supporting System
(MASSS)” to operationalize the strategy. The goal of this sys-
tem is to serve our members globally at an individual level,
thereby creating new values to our members and contributing
to the financial health of ComSoc as well. 

After reporting the above four strategic goals to the BoG
in June 2014, the SPC started developing the four business
plans that can effectively realize those strategic items. The
four groups extended their studies to develop concrete busi-
ness plans that can realize their strategic goals and reported
their results to the bi-monthly SPC teleconferences. By
December 2014 the SPC completed developing the four busi-
ness plans and Byeong reported them to the BoG at its
December 2014 meeting where he requested that Sergio and
the VPs take over implementation of the strategies. In Jan-
uary 2015 the SPC held a teleconference for a final review of
the four business plans and prepared a final report. Byeong
presented the final report in detail at the Management
Retreat held in January 2015. After in-depth discussions at
the Retreat, Sergio accepted the four business plans and
directed three relevant VPs (VP-Technical Activities, VP-
Standards Activities, and VP-Member Relations) to take the
first steps toward implementing the four strategic business plans.

STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND BYLAWS REVISION
After submitting the final report describing the four strate-

gic business plans, in February 2015 the SPC began to study
how to change ComSoc’s structure to practically support the
implementation of the business plans. It was the final step to
complete the strategic plans for revitalizing ComSoc by
reflecting the ComSoc 2020 Vision. We set a goal to secure
one Director to take charge of each business plan and limit
the structural changes at the Director level. In addition, we
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chose to meet the goal by redefining the responsibilities of
some Directors without increasing the total number of Direc-
tors. We assumed that the structural change is a Stage 1
change, which would be followed by a subsequent structural
change after a few years when the education and other busi-
nesses grow up to their target levels. The resulting structural
changes are as described below.

First, we created the Director-Educational Services by
redefining the existing Director-Education and Training. This
Director (specifically, the Board chaired by this Director) is
responsible for overseeing the Society’s education and training
activities, including administration of the Society’s programs
on continuing education, incorporating tutorials, short cours-
es, lectures, and so on. In particular, it is responsible for
developing and maintaining continuing professional education
and training programs, or the CPET program. 

Second, we created the Director-Industry Outreach by
redefining the existing Director-Marketing and Industry Rela-
tion. This Director (specifically, the Board chaired by this
Director) is responsible for assuring a comprehensive and
cost-effective industry outreach program of the Society’s prod-
ucts and services to industry and governmental communities.
It is also responsible for developing liaisons with communica-
tions and networking related enterprises to promote ComSoc
products and services and to attract industry and government
leaders into ComSoc’s volunteer community.

Third, we created the Director-Technical Services by taking
the Director slot made available by removing the Director-
Conference Publications and transferring its responsibility to
the Director-Conference Operation. This Director (specifical-
ly, the Board chaired by this Director) is responsible for over-
seeing the promotion of the technical communities of the
Society and their activities, including the promotion of techni-
cal content and development of educational content. In par-
ticular, it is responsible for developing and providing one-stop
ICT (information-communications technology) services, or the
OSISS service.

Fourth, we created the Director-Member Services by redefin-

ing the existing Director-Membership Programs Development.
This Director (specifically, the Board chaired by this Director)
is responsible for overseeing all services and programs
addressed to members and Chapters, and oriented to mem-
bership retention and development in the four ComSoc geo-
graphical regions. In particular, it is responsible for developing
and providing individual-level membership services globally,
or the MASSS service.

In addition, we modified the responsibility of the Director-
Sister and Related Societies such that it can more proactively
stretch out ComSoc’s activities globally by working more
closely with ComSoc’s and other Societies’ chapters as well as
related non-professional societies around the world. This
Director (specifically, the Board chaired by this Director) is
thus responsible for enhancing Society activities with our sis-
ter and related societies (SRS) by developing new programs
with SRS and cooperating with SRS in offering Society/SRS
products and services globally, and strengthening the Society’s
global and professional reach.

To augment the above Director-level structural changes,
we changed the title of some Vice President positions as well
as some reporting lines. First, we changed VP-Technical
Activities to VP-Technical & Educational Activities (TEA) with
the Director-Educational Services and the Director-Technical
Services reporting to it. Second, we changed VP-Member
Relations to VP-Member & Global Activities (MGA) with the
Director-Member Services, the Director-Sister and Related
Societies, and the four Regional Directors reporting to it.
Third, we changed VP-Standards Activities to VP-Industry &
Standards Activities (VP-ISA) with the Director-Industry Out-
reach, the Director-Standards Development, and the Direc-
tor-Standards Programs Development reporting to it. We also
changed two reporting lines. First, Technical Committees
(TC), which previously reported to the VP-Technical Activi-
ties, will report to the Director-Technical Services. Second,
the Industry Content & Exhibition Committee (ICEC), which
previously reported to the President, will report to the VP-
ISA, and the Special Interest Groups will report to the ICEC.
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After completing the Stage 1 structural changes through
repeated email and teleconference discussions, the SPC start-
ed revising ComSoc’s Bylaws to reflect the changes and pro-
vide a means for formal approval by the BoG. The SPC first
prepared a draft of the Bylaws revision and sent it to the Gov-
ernance Committee (GC), chaired by Paul Cotae and vice-
chaired by Stefano Galli. The GC performed an extensive and
detailed review of the draft and returned a revised draft to the
SPC. In June 2015 the SPC opened a final review session
through teleconference and then finalized the revision of the
Bylaws. The BoG approved the proposed structural changes
and Bylaws revision at the June 2015 meeting, and thus the
Stage 1 ComSoc structural changes became officially effective.
In parallel, the Executive Director of ComSoc, Susan Brooks,
devised a new internal organization of ComSoc staff to com-
plement and match the society’s new structure.

IMPLEMENTATION OF BUSINESS PLANS
Implementation was started in 2015 when the SPC complet-

ed creating four strategic business plans at the end of 2014.
After the Management Retreat of January 2015, the implemen-
tation of the four business plans was handed over from Byeong
to Sergio, with pertinent VPs taking charge of their initial-stage
implementation. Specifically, the VP-Technical Activities,
Khaled Letaief, took the responsibility of the initial trials of the
“CEPT” program and the initial development of the “OSISS”;
the VP-Standards Activities, Rob Fish, took responsibility of
the detailed planning of the “Industry Outreach” program and
its initial-stage implementation; and VP-Member Relations,
Stefano Bregni, took responsibility of the initial development of
the “MASSS”. The VPs were supposed to start developing the
programs and systems as much as they can and then relay the
work, together with their experiences, to their successor VPs in
2016 so the new VPs can continue implementing the four busi-
ness plans without any disconnection or discontinuity.

The ComSoc structural changes and Bylaws revision
approved at the BoG meeting of June 2015 had the effect of
putting two wings on the shoulders of the 2016-2017 VPs in
charge of those four business plans to lead ComSoc’s journey
toward ComSoc 2020. Under the VP-TEA, two directors, the
Director-Education Services and Director-Technical Services,
are dedicated to implementing the business plans for CEPT
and OSISS, respectively; under the VP-ISA, the Director-

Industry Outreach will take charge of the Industry Outreach
program; and under the VP-Members and Global Activities,
the Director-Member Services will take charge of the MASSS
project. Therefore, we are now fully equipped to implement
the four business plans from an organizational perspective.

However, the structural changes and Bylaws revision do
not truly guarantee a successful implementation of the four
business plans. The Directors in charge must have the leader-
ship skills and willingness to follow through. Success will heav-
ily depend on appointing the right people in 2016. They must
be well qualified and experienced and, more importantly, they
must be resolved to dedicate themselves to successfully fulfill
their mission. By appointing such individuals, our 2016-2017
President, Harvey Freeman, will play a key role in assuring
that we will have a successful journey toward ComSoc 2020. 

If the implementation efforts go smoothly with the four
business plans fully developed and implemented, ComSoc will
have positioned itself to see a much more promising future by
2020 or by 2025 at the latest. The CPET program will make
ComSoc recognized by professional engineers as the center
for continuing education and training and, at the same time,
will help ComSoc by creating additional revenue of about five
million dollars each year. The Industry Outreach program, if
it is well developed in harmony with the standards programs,
will make ComSoc recognized by industry people as “the Soci-
ety for industry,” thereby attracting a large number of industry
members to join and engage in ComSoc activities, and at the
same time will help create additional revenue of about three
million dollars each year. The OSISS project will make Com-
Soc recognized by all ICT people and all those who are inter-
ested in ComSoc as “the Center for ICT” and will thereby
attract many new people to join ComSoc and engage in its
activities. The developmental process of the OSISS can also
provide a valuable opportunity for ComSoc to closely collabo-
rate with the Computer Society and other related Societies.
The MASSS project will make ComSoc recognized by Com-
Soc members as the ideal technical home to stay and develop
their careers by actively participating in ComSoc’s activities.

GOING FORWARD
From the view of ComSoc’s operations, the four business

plans contribute to the very fundamental elements of revenue
and membership. The CPET and the Industry Outreach pro-
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grams will contribute to creating additional revenues. If every-
thing goes according to plan, these two programs will con-
tribute toward creating new revenues of about eight million
dollars, thereby growing ComSoc from a 17 million dollar
operation to a 25 million dollar operation. On the other side,
the OSISS and MASSS projects, as well as the Industry Out-
reach program, will contribute to increasing ComSoc member-
ship. Specifically, the OSISS and the Industry Outreach will
contribute to recruiting new members, and the MASSS will
contribute to retaining existing members. If everything is well
managed, ComSoc should again see its membership exceed
the 58,000 of 2000, and even reach well over 60,000. Such a
bright future of 2020, based on the healthy foundation of rev-
enue and membership, will stimulate various new Society
activities that nicely match the converged ICT communica-
tions environment, thereby enabling ComSoc to better serve
humanity in this new ICT era. 

Our journey toward ComSoc 2020 is a long journey to
rejuvenate the Society in the new ICT convergence era. Dur-
ing the three decades of industry transformation, conventional
circuit-mode communications has been completely replaced
with IP packet-mode communications, and communications
itself has blurred the line between computing and communica-
tions. This has created the era of a converged ICT industry,
where we stand today. Going forward, ComSoc will embrace
the opportunities created by this new environment, expanding
its industry partnerships beyond the conventional telecom
companies such as AT&T, Verizon, Telecom Italia, NTT, KT,
and others, to also include Microsoft, Amazon, Apple, Google,
Facebook, and others. At the same time, it will expand its
membership base beyond communications engineers to
include all those people participating in ICT. We look to you
to be part of reaching the destination of our journey toward
ComSoc 2020.
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Four strategic business plans toward ComSoc 2020

Strategic goals Business plans Directors in charge VPs in charge

1 Education Programs, Content,
and Services

CPET: Continuing Professional
Education & Training Director-Educational Services VP-Technical & Educational

Activities

2 Standards, Industry Programs
and Services Industry Outreach Director-Industry Outreach VP-Industry & Standards

Activities

3 New Technical Values Creation OSISS: One-Stop ICT Service
System Director-Technical Services VP-Technical & Educational

Activities

4 Serving Members Globally at
Individual Level

MASSS: Member Activity and
Service Support System Director-Member Services VP-Member & Global

Activities
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